
struction projects throughout the region, and an 
understanding of the differences between each of 
the communities. Our preeminent business goal is 
to have delighted customers who gladly refer their 
dearest friends and family.”

For future Floridians who’d like to have their place in the sun, Ali explains, “During the 
process of building a new home for individuals relocating to the area, we are what we 
like to call our clients’ ‘boots on the ground.’ These at-a-distance buyers can rest assured 
that their agent will keep them current on the progress of their new home with updates  
and pictures.”

Ali acknowledges, “The internet has forever changed the landscape of our business, so 
the West Villages Realty website offers a powerful, up-to-date search tool for both new 
and previously owned homes, and then our trained agents provide further insight into the 
industry and area to ensure the best decision.” Additionally, she stays abreast of all planning 
and development decisions that will affect the communities, maintains a news blog for the 
business, and manages activities in and around the West Villages district.

As further credit to this dedicated agency, it was voted First Place 
Readers’ Choice by the Sarasota Herald-Tribune in 2017 and 2018. 
Ali expresses, “The awards just affirm to me that our differentiation 
is recognized by our customers, and that is truly what it is all about. 
To discover an exceptional home buying or selling experience,  
I invite you to call West Villages Realty today.”

For more information about this advertorial, call West Villages Realty at 941.460.3179  
or log on to WestVillagesRealty.com to search area homes. West Villages Realty LLC offices 
are located at 19503 S. West Villages Parkway Suite #A2 in Venice, with office hours  
by appointment. Given the enviable climate and natural beauty of the Sunshine 

State, it is understandable that thousands of people choose to 
make it their home each year. Within that frame, our treasured 
Venice community is truly a one-of-a-kind destination, and 
as such, it continues to grow and change with stunning new 
neighborhoods and home development districts being introduced 
regularly.  

Ali Johnston, MBA and Broker/Owner of West Villages Realty 
LLC, says, “It is really an exciting time in our area, as these new 
neighborhoods are designed specifically to enhance quality of 
life for both retirees and families. Lifestyle communities and 
new construction developments are the trending preference 
in residential destinations for those relocating to this area. For 
instance, West Villages—an area I know well, since my husband 
and I have lived here for 5 years, and I have worked here years 
before that—is currently the fifth fastest-selling master-planned 
community in the United States. My real estate office was the first 

to open a location directly within the 
district, because I believe in the area’s 
great potential and the considerable 
promise of what the future holds for its 
residents.”

“The real estate industry is changing,” 
explains Ali. “At West Villages Realty, 
we take a different approach for real 
estate than may be encountered at more 
traditional brokerages, ensuring that we 
remain a leader on this forefront of 
change. As an independent real estate 
brokerage, we are not directly affiliated 
with the developers or builders. Our  
focus is on helping our customers 
understand their options from new con-
struction to previously owned homes, 
and how they truly compare. Our 
customers utilize our unique level of 
knowledge regarding new construction 
and new development both buying and 
selling homes not only in the West 
Villages but throughout the greater 
Venice area.” 

“Additionally,” Ali notes, “while most 
real estate brokerages seek quantity in 
their rosters, we strive only for quality 
and run our business accordingly. As 
such, I exclusively select agents who 
rank helping people as their highest 
priority. Along with a passion for 
assisting buyers and sellers, our agents 
are provided with extensive resources 
and training, ensuring that the agent 
has in-depth knowledge of the area. 
The agents become equipped with 
thorough knowledge about builders’ 
and developers’ processes, new con-
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VENICE GULF COAST LIVING MAGAZINE

All styles using exotic & native wood, veneer, stone, 
glass, leather, gold leaf and more...

Uncompromising attention to craftmanship & details.

“If you can’t find it, I can build it!”

One-of-a-Kind, Handcrafted, Artful Furniture

HannahFurnitureDesign.com • 941.539.2545
David Hannah

250 Warfield Ave., #19, Venice, Fl 34285




